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upon them, and thereby their rents are like to be much
lessened" *. A writer in 1674 graded the rural classes as
gentry, yeomen, farmers, and labourers—the ' yeoman'
being a farmer-owner, and the 'farmer' a tenant-farmer2.
Similarly Chamberlayne placed, next to * the lower nobility ',
the freeholders ' commonly called yeomen' ; and defined
them as " having lands of their own to a good value and
living upon husbandry " 3. Roger North, towards the end
of the seventeenth century, wrote : " Those poor men were
for most part landowners and not tenants . . . and were
of that lusty and I may say honourable race, styled the
yeomanry of England " 4. In the following century Arthur
Young identified yeomen with ' proprietors ' who were not
* gentlemen '5.
The ^	In some cases the yeoman appears to have been a pro-
yeoma* prietor and a tenant at the same time. Kent affords an
example, as the following quotation from Hasted, the
eighteenth-century historian of Kent, serves to show: " The
yeomanry, which in most other parts of the kingdom is
confined to the common people only, as indeed the name
shows, for it is so called from the Saxon word gemen 6, which
signifies common, is extended much higher in Kent; for it
here likewise comprehends the principal farmers and land-
holders, who, either from their education or intercourse of
life, are not esteemed by the gentry of equal rank with
themselves, and yet, in point of wealth and possessions, they
are frequently superior to many of them, who, though they
write themselves yeomen, yet are usually and very properly
styled gentlemen fanners ; for besides the largeness of their
holdings, which are from four hundred to twelve hundred
pounds per annum, they have in general good estates and
freeholds of their own, and some even to the amount of what
they hire. And as to their hospitality, and expense of living,
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Beaufort, 481.
4 R. H., The Prevention of Poverty (1674), i.
*	Chamberlayne, Anglies Notitia (ed. 1700), 297.
4	North, A Discourse of the Poor (ed. 1753), 66-67.
5	Annals of Agriculture, vii. 524.
*	The derivation is untrustworthy.   According to The Oxford English
Dictionary, yeoman may be * ultimately identical with youngman '.

